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C – PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Increment and Decrement


Other operators with side effects are the preand post-increment and decrement operators.


Increment:++ ++x, x++


++x is the same as : (x = x + 1)
 Has value xold +1
Has side-effect of incrementing x







x++


Has value xold



Has side-effect of incrementing x

Decrement -

--x, x--

similar to ++

Relational Operators:

Relational operators allow you to compare variables.


They return a 1 value for true and a 0 for false.

Operator

Symbol

Example

Equals == x == y NOT x = y
Greater than
>x > y
Less than < x < y
Greater/equals >= x >= y
Less than/equals <= x <= y
Not equal
!= x != y


There is no bool type in C. Instead, C uses:
0 as false
 Non-zero integer as true
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Logical Operators
 &&

AND

 ||

OR

 !

NOT

!((a>1)&&(a<10))||((a<-1)&&(a>-10))
Operating on Bits (1)
 C allows you to operate on the bit representations of integer variables.
 Generally called bit-wise operators.
 All integers can be thought of in binary form.
 For example, suppose ints have 16-bits
 6552010 = 1111 1111 1111 00002 = FFF016 = 1777608
 In C, hexadecimal literals begin with 0x, and octal literals begin with 0.
 x=65520;

base 10

 x=0xfff0;

base 16 (hex)

 x=0177760;

base 8 (octal)

Operating on Bits (2)
Bitwise operators
 The shift operator:
 x << n
 Shifts the bits in x n positions to the left, shifting in zeros on the right.
 If x = 1111 1111 1111 00002
x << 1 equals 1111 1111 1110 00002
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 x >> n
 Shifts the bits in x n positions right.
 shifts in the sign if it is a signed integer (arithmetic shift)
 shifts in 0 if it is an unsigned integer
 x >> 1 is 0111 1111 1111 10002 (unsigned)
 x >> 1 is 1111 1111 1111 10002 (signed)

Operating on Bits (3)
 Bitwise logical operations
 Work on all integer types
 & Bitwise AND

x&y=

x=

0xFFF0

y=

0x002F

0x0020

 |
x|y=

Bitwise Inclusive OR

0xFFFF

 ^ Bitwise Exclusive OR
x^y=

0xFFDF

 ~ The complement operator
~ y=

0xFFD0
o

Complements all of the bits of X

